Abstract: In this paper we derive the most general first-order symmetry operator commuting with the Dirac operator in all dimensions and signatures. Such an operator splits into Clifford even and Clifford odd parts which are given in terms of odd Killing-Yano and even closed conformal Killing-Yano inhomogeneous forms respectively. We study commutators of these symmetry operators and give necessary and sufficient conditions under which they remain of the first-order. In this specific setting we can introduce a KillingYano bracket, a bilinear operation acting on odd Killing-Yano and even closed conformal Killing-Yano forms, and demonstrate that it is closely related to the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. An important non-trivial example of vanishing Killing-Yano brackets is given by Dirac symmetry operators generated from the principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor [hep-th/0612029]. We show that among these operators one can find a complete subset of mutually commuting operators. These operators underlie separability of the Dirac equation in Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes in all dimensions [arXiv:0711.0078].
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Introduction
Symmetries play a central role in modern theoretical physics. They comprise fundamental laws of nature, can be used for classifying solutions, enable one to simplify otherwise complicated physical problems. In this paper we shall concentrate on symmetries of fundamental equations in curved spacetime. At the operator level, such symmetries correspond to the so called symmetry operators. 1 These are operators which R-commute with the operator of the corresponding equation. Such operators have the property that they map one solution of the equation to another. For example, let D be a field operator (for concreteness we can think of the Dirac operator) and ψ be a solution of the corresponding field equation, Dψ = 0. Then the operator S is a symmetry operator of D, i.e., R-commuting with D, if it satisfies DS = RD (1.1)
for some operator R. Obviously, ψ ′ = Sψ satisfy Dψ ′ = DSψ = RDψ = 0 and hence ψ ′ is a new solution of the field equation. Among all symmetry operators the commuting operators play a prominent role. Their eigenvalues yield 'quantum numbers' characterizing the solution-the 'constants of motion'. Very interesting is the case when one has a complete set of mutually commuting operators and their common eigenfunctions can be found by separating variables. The corresponding eigenvalues then completely characterize the separated solution and play a role of separation constants. The problem of separability of various fundamental equations is particularly interesting in curved spacetime. In fact, a complete theory is known only for the additive separation of the massive Hamilton-Jacobi equation [1, 2] . The objects underlying the separability are Killing vectors and rank-2 Killing tensors. These symmetries have to satisfy a whole set of algebraic and differential constraints; they have to form the so called separability structure. The central role in this theory is played by the symmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets [3, 4, 5] ; separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is possible only if one can find a complete set of mutually (Schouten-Nijenhuis)-commuting Killing vectors and rank-2 Killing tensors. 2 Closely related to the additive separation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is the theory of multiplicative separation of the Klein-Gordon equation. The key symmetry is again that of Killing vectors and rank-2 Killing tensors which in addition to form a separability structure have to satisfy additional 'quantum' constraints [6] .
Much less is known about separability of field equations with spin. In this paper we discuss the Dirac equation. In curved spacetime the study of the subject dates back to the seminal paper of Chandrasekhar who in 1976 separated and decoupled the massive Dirac equation in the Kerr geometry [7] . A few years later Carter and McLenaghan [8] were able to demonstrate that behind such separability stands a first-order operator commuting with the Dirac operator-constructed from a Killing-Yano 2-form of Penrose and Floyd [9] . This discovery stimulated subsequent developments in the study of symmetry operators of the Dirac equation in curved spacetime. In particular, the most general first-order operator commuting with the Dirac operator in 4D was constructed by McLenaghan and Spindel [10] . It corresponds to Killing vectors and Killing-Yano symmetries. This work was later extended by Kamran and McLenaghan [11] to R-commuting symmetry operators, cf. Eq. (1.1). Such operators map solutions of the massless Dirac equation to solutions and correspond to symmetries which are conformal generalizations of Killing vectors and Killing-Yano tensors. Remarkably, these first-order symmetry operators are sufficient to justify separability of the massless Dirac equation in the whole Plebanski-Demianski class of spacetimes [12] . This is, however, not true in general. First-order operators are not enough to completely characterize all Dirac separable systems and one has to consider higher-order symmetry operators. In fact, Fels and Kamran [13] were able to provide an example of 4D Lorentzian spin manifold where the Dirac equation separates but the separability is justified by an operator of the second-order. This motivated people to study higher-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator, e.g., [14] . It also means that the theory of separability of the Dirac equation must reach outside the realms of the so called factorizable systems [15] , as such systems are fully characterized by first-order symmetry operators.
With recent developments in higher-dimensional gravity, string theory, and various supergravities physicists have become interested in the Dirac operator in spacetimes of 'arbitrary' dimension and signature as well as spacetimes where the metric is supplemented by additional matter fields (fluxes) which couple to the spinor and modify the Dirac equation. Consequently, symmetry operators of the (modified) Dirac operator as well as separability of the corresponding Dirac equation have been studied in these more general setups. In particular, in their remarkable paper Oota and Yasui [16] were able to separate the massive Dirac equation in the most general known Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime in all dimensions [17] . Even more generally, separability of the torsion modified Dirac equation was demonstrated in the presence of U (1) and torsion fluxes of the Kerr-Sen geometry and its higher-dimensional generalizations [18] as well as in the most general spherical black hole spacetime of minimal gauged supergravity [19] . It is the aim of this paper to intrinsically characterize these results. For simplicity we limit ourselves to the case of a standard Dirac operator but impose no restrictions on number of spacetime dimensions or the signature. (We believe that an analogous discussion can be performed for flux-modified Dirac operators as well.) In order to keep formulas relatively simple and calculations tractable in what follows we use the effective formalism of forms developed in [20, 21] . For convenience we summarize this formalism in the appendix to which we refer the reader.
It is well known that first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator in all dimensions correspond to symmetries associated with conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) forms. In n number of dimensions, an (inhomogeneous) CKY form ω can be written as a sum of its homogeneous p-form parts ω (p) ∈ Ω p (M ), ω = p ω (p) , and obeys the following (twistor) equation [22] :
The operator T a on the left hand side is called a twistor operator. Hence, CKY forms are in the kernel of the twistor operator. Such forms are truly special-their covariant derivative splits into the exterior and divergence parts. If in addition the divergence part is zero, δω = 0, we have Killing-Yano (KY) forms, whereas we have closed conformal Killing-Yano (CCKY) forms when dω = 0.
The following important result on first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator is due to Benn, Charlton, and Kress [23, 24] . It is valid in all dimensions n and arbitrary signature: Proposition 1.1 (Symmetry operators). The most general first-order symmetry operator S of the Dirac operator D = e a ∇ a , i.e. an operator satisfying DS = RD for some operator R, is given by
where α is an arbitrary inhomogeneous form, and S ω , given in terms of an inhomogeneous CKY form ω obeying (1.2), is
Apart from an (inevitable) freedom of adding an arbitrary form α this proposition states that in all dimensions and signatures first-order Dirac symmetry operators are in one-toone correspondence with CKY symmetries. It generalizes the 4D result of Kamran and McLenaghan [11] . One of the main goals of the present paper is to shed some light on the result of Oota and Yasui [16] . Namely we want to demonstrate that, similar to four [8] and five [25] dimensions, in any dimension separability of the Dirac equation in the Kerr-NUT-AdS spacetimes is accompanied by the existence of a complete set of mutually commuting firstorder operators. We show that this set can be chosen to consist of operators corresponding to Killing vectors and CCKY even-forms which can be generated from the principal conformal Killing-Yano (PCKY) tensor present in the spacetime [26, 27] . For this purpose we need to study mutual commutation of operators in the set. We shall prove the result in three steps. i) Starting from Prop. 1.1 we first establish a uniqueness result for first-order operators commuting with the Dirac operator. We demonstrate that in all dimensions such operators have a unique form. They split into Clifford odd and Clifford even parts and correspond to CCKY even-forms and KY odd-forms, respectively. ii) We study commutators of these operators. (Such commutators trivially commute with the Dirac operator.) We give sufficient conditions under which these commutators remain of the first-order. In that case the commutators have to be first-order operators commuting with the Dirac operator and hence of the form studied in the previous step. This allows us to introduce a Killing-Yano bracket, a bilinear operation acting on the space of odd KY and even CCKY forms. In particular when the Killing-Yano bracket vanishes the corresponding operators commute. iii) We demonstrate that for the chosen set of symmetries generated from the PCKY tensor in Kerr-NUT-AdS spacetimes all Killing-Yano brackets vanish. Hence, the corresponding operators mutually commute and since they are all 'independent' they form a complete set of commuting operators.
As a by-product of our construction we have introduced a Killing-Yano bracket, a bilinear operation acting on a subspace of odd KY and even CCKY forms. The definition of Killing-Yano brackets can be further extended by considering various (graded) (anti-)commuting linear symmetry operators of the Dirac operator. Such operators are of their own importance; they are relevant for the discussion of the relationship between the Dirac operator level and the corresponding spinning particle description [28] , they are directly related to the higher-order symmetry symmetry operators of the Dirac equation. Moreover, studying these operators allows to generalize the Killing-Yano brackets to KY forms of arbitrary degree, and to define graded Killing-Yano brackets for arbitrary KY forms, which for homogeneous forms are directly related to Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets. Using Hodge duality we give a number of conditions under which Killing-Yano brackets of KY and CCKY forms reduce to Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets. A further possible generalization is to consider R-commuting symmetry operators of the Dirac operator and hence to extend the Killing-Yano brackets to arbitrary CKY forms. In particular, we give the Killing-Yano bracket of a CKY 1-form and an arbitrary CKY form ω and show that if the 1-form is KY then this bracket reduces to the Lie derivative of ω.
The fact that Killing-Yano brackets are related to Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets is closely linked to the work of Kastor, Ray, and Traschen [29] . In their paper the authors investigated whether KY tensors form a Lie algebra with respect to the Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets. 3 They demonstrated that this is indeed the case in maximally symmetric spacetimes. On the other hand they were able to find two counter examples of spacetimes where this is not true. Our results provide a natural framework for these investigations. In particular we are able to formulate sufficient conditions under which Killing-Yano brackets generate KY tensors.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we establish a uniqueness result for the first-order symmetry operators commuting with the Dirac operator, study commutators of these operators, and introduce Killing-Yano brackets. In Sec. 3 general results are applied to the tower of hidden symmetries generated from the PCKY tensor in Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes in all dimensions. In particular, we show that in these spacetimes one can find a complete set of mutually commuting operators for the Dirac equation. In Sec. 4 we extend the definition of Killing-Yano brackets to arbitrary KY forms, define graded Killing-Yano brackets of KY forms by studying other first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator, and present uniqueness results for the general form of operators anti-commuting, graded commuting and graded anti-commuting with the Dirac operator. Sec. 5 is devoted to discussion and conclusions. In App. A we gather our notation and useful identities as well as some technical results related to Hodge duality, App. B summarizes the results on the properties of the tower of hidden symmetries generated from a CCKY 2-form.
Commuting symmetry operators and Killing-Yano brackets
Commuting symmetry operators
In this section we derive the most general first-order operator commuting with the Dirac operator in all dimensions. We start from the Prop. 1.1 of Benn, Charlton, and Kress [23, 24] . It is instructive to first re-cast this theorem in the following symmetric form: Proposition 2.1. The most general first-order symmetry operator S for the Dirac operator D is given by
where α is an arbitrary inhomogeneous form, and S ω is defined in terms of an inhomogeneous CKY form ω as
The operator S ω obeys
with ω o and ω e being the odd and even parts of ω.
Proof. This proposition directly follows from Prop. 1.1 if one sets
It is now simple to specialize this result to the case of operators that commute with the Dirac operator D: 
4)
where
with ω o being an odd KY form , (2.5)
with ω e being an even CCKY form . (2.6)
Proof. It is straightforward to check that operator S ω , (2.2), can be written as
Clearly, if ω o is a KY form and ω e is a CCKY form, we get S ω = K ωo + M ωe and the right hand side of (2.3) vanishes. Hence operators (2.5) and (2.6) commute with the Dirac operator. To prove the uniqueness, we start from a general symmetry operator S, (2.1), and search for the most general inhomogeneous form α for which this operator commute with the Dirac operator. We find
If we require that it should vanish, the square brackets on the right-hand side must be zero in both orders of the derivative. The first-order term implies
i.e., α e must be 0-form (which is automatically a KY form) and, in an odd dimension, α o must be n-form (which is a CCKY form). Therefore, the α-term
can be absorbed into S ω . The zeroth-order term in (2.8) thus gives dω e = 0, δω o = 0 , and Eq. (2.7) concludes the proof of the proposition.
Remark:
The operators K ωo and M ωe were first constructed in [23] . Prop. 2.2 states that any first-order operator which commutes with the Dirac operator is given in terms of such operators. 4 In what follows we restrict our considerations to the first-order operators commuting with D, i.e., to operators K ωo and M ωe given by formulas (2.5) and (2.6). More specifically, we concentrate on a special subset of these operators for which their commutator remains linear in derivatives. The uniqueness result from Prop. 2.2 then guarantees that in such a case the commutator is again of the form (2.5) and (2.6). This allows us to formulate the following: Proposition 2.3 (Commutators). Let κ, λ, µ be odd KY forms and α, β, ω be even CCKY forms obeying the following algebraic conditions: 
First-order commutators
Proof. Let us first consider commutator [K κ , K λ ]. To simplify our calculation, we denote
Then, using (2.5), we find
and we have
In the second equality we have used the fact that the antisymmetric part of ∇ a ∇ b gives the curvature and hence contributes to the zeroth-order term of the commutator. Obviously, the requirement that the commutator remains of the first-order imposes a condition [κ (a , λ b) ] = 0, which is equivalent to Eq. (2.11a). If this condition is satisfied, [K κ , K λ ] must be a linear operator commuting with the Dirac operator and hence of the form described in Prop. 2.2. Moreover, using formulas (A.17), we realize that the expression in the curly bracket of (2.15) is even. Hence, the commutator must be even, and since it is of the form (2.1), we must have 
By inverting this relation we find
where quantities κ a ,κ , λ a ,λ are related to κ and λ by (2.13). The other two relations are quite analogous. In the case of [K µ , M ω ] we denote
is given by (2.15) with κ ↔ µ and λ ↔ ω replaced. That is, we have
The requirement that the first term vanishes gives (2.11b). The second term is now odd and so we must have
By inverting this relation we obtain 19) where quantities µ a ,μ , ω a ,ω are related to µ and ω by (2.17). Finally, in the third case we obtain
which completes the proof of this proposition.
Algebraic conditions (2.11) are non-trivial and rather restrictive. By taking the trace with respect to indices a and b we obtain necessary conditions
which shall be used in next subsections. Using formulas for commutators listed in App. A.2, we can expand these conditions as follows
If the forms are homogeneous, individual terms in the sums (2.23) have different degrees and therefore have to vanish separately. The conditions then reduce to the sets of 'individual' conditions
where p, q, and r are degrees of forms α, β, and µ, respectively. Note that for n even the exception 2k + 1 = p + q − n cannot occur, so (2.24c) holds for all k.
Lie derivative
Let us first consider the simplest possible case in which we have a KY 1-form κ and an associated Killing vector k = κ ♯ . In this case the operator K κ coincides with the Lie derivative L k acting on the Dirac bundle [20] . The Lie derivative on the tangent bundle along a vector field k is a generator of 1-parametric family of diffeomorfisms, induced from the manifold to the tangent bundle. Such diffeomorfisms can be lifted to the Dirac and Clifford bundles only if they conserve the metric structure, i.e., only if k is a Killing vector.
In such a case the action on the Dirac and Clifford bundle is given by 5
This geometrical interpretation allows one to find a form of commutators if one of the operators is a Killing vector:
Proposition 2.4 (Lie derivative). Let κ be a KY 1-form, λ an odd KY form, and ω an even CCKY form 6 . Then the commutators of the corresponding operators K λ and M ω with K κ remain of the first-order and can be written as
where k = κ ♯ is the Killing vector corresponding to κ. In particular, if λ is a KY 1-form corresponding to a Killing vector
As a corollary we have the following statement: Let k be a Killing vector, λ a KY odd-form and ω a CCKY even-form, theṅ 27) are 'new' odd KY and even CCKY forms, respectively.
Proof. To prove relations (2.26), we first note that for a KY 1-form κ conditions (2.11a) and (2.11b) are automatically satisfied (κ a = X a − | κ is a 0-form). Using now Eq. (2.16) and recalling that λ a = X a − | λ, we have
which proves the first statement. Similarly, using (2.19) and recalling that ω a = e a ∧ ω, we have
which completes the second relation (2.26). The statement (2.27) automatically follows. 5 Recalling the standard action of the Lie derivative on the tangent bundle
[dκ, e a ] = 0, and similarly L k Xa = 0. It just states that the metric structures are conserved. 6 In fact, this proposition can be generalized to arbitrary KY and CCKY forms λ and ω, see Prop. 4.3.
Killing-Yano brackets
In Prop. 
The expression (2.30c) is valid if the factor (n−π−2k) in the denominator cannot become zero. It includes the case of an odd dimension, or the case of an even dimension and forms α, β of maximal degrees p, q such that p + q ≤ n.
Proof. The proof of (2.30a) starts with the expression (2.16) which can be rewritten as
Here, we have used the antisymmetry ∇ a κ b = −∇ b κ a which follows from the KY property of κ, and rewritten the terms κ a (∇ b λ a ) and λ a (∇ b κ a ) using commutators and anticommutators. The last term in (2.31) vanishes thanks to necessary conditions (2.22). The (anti)-commutators can be expanded using relations (A.19). Next, we transform the contraction over index a into contracted wedge and use the KY equation. Substituting (2.13) forκ andλ than leads to
Applying relations (A.24) and some algebra gives
Using expansions (A.19), relations (A.28), δκ = δλ = 0, the KY property of κ and λ, and definition (A.6), it can be shown that the second sum is equal to
. Therefore, it vanishes thanks to conditions (2.22) . By a similar calculation, the first sum is equal to 34) which is the desired relation (2.30a). The proofs of relations (2.30b) and (2.30c) are analogous. However, in the case of two even CCKY forms, the expression (2.30c) is correct only if it is well defined. There is a potential problem with the vanishing denominator (n−π−2k). Fortunately, in some important cases as for an odd dimension and even forms α, β, this cannot happen.
Terms for which the denominator vanishes must be treated separately. It cannot be done in a simple way for general inhomogeneous forms. For such forms it is better to use Hodge duality which will be discussed in Sec. 4.4. However for homogeneous forms α, β one can identify the problematic terms. The result is presented in the following proposition.
Note that the prefactor 1 π in (2.30a) and (2.30c) cannot be divergent, since the result of the KY bracket is odd, i.e., it has a non-zero degree. The factor 1 n−π in (2.30b) is not divergent, because for [µ, ω] KY of degree n the form ω must be also of degree n and corresponding operators M [µ,ω] KY and M ω would be vanishing.
Expressions (2.30) simplify significantly under the assumption that all the KY and CCKY forms are homogeneous. In that case we can use (2.24) to find: Proposition 2.6 (Killing-Yano brackets for homogeneous forms). For odd homogeneous forms κ, λ, µ of degrees p, q, r, respectively, and even homogeneous forms α, β, ω of degrees a, b, and c, respectively, the Killing-Yano brackets take the form:
for n even and a + b > n . 
PCKY tensor and complete set of commuting operators
In this section we shall study commutators of the Dirac symmetry operators generated from the principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor [27] . We demonstrate that among these operators one can find a complete subset of mutually commuting operators. These operators are related to separability [16] of the Dirac equation in Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes in all dimensions [30] . We closely follow [31] to review the definition of the principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor and the procedure to generate from it the tower of explicit and hidden symmetries.
Principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor
The principal conformal Killing-Yano (PCKY) tensor h is a non-degenerate CCKY 2-form [27] . This means that there exists a 1-form ξ so that
Non-degeneracy requires that in a generic point of the manifold the skew symmetric matrix h ab has the maximum possible (matrix) rank and that the eigenvalues of h are functionally independent in some spacetime domain. Eq. (3.1) automatically implies dh = 0 and hence there exists a 1-form, a PCKY potential, so that
The 1-form ξ associated with h is called primary and it is a Killing 1-form [32] . The most general metric, a canonical metric, admitting the PCKY tensor was constructed in [33, 32] . If we parametrize n = 2N + ε , N = [n/2], the metric and the PCKY potential are
the quantities X µ = X µ (x µ ) are arbitrary functions of one variable which we call metric functions, and c is a constant. Introducing the basis
the metric and the PCKY tensor take the form
This means that the chosen basis is the Darboux basis and that coordinates x µ are natural coordinates associated with the 'eigenvalues' of the PCKY tensor.
Towers of symmetries
The PCKY tensor generates a tower of even CCKY tensors
h (j) being a (2j)-form. In particular h (0) = 1 and h (1) = h. Since h is non-degenerate, one has a set of N non-vanishing CCKY forms. In an even dimensional spacetime h (N ) is proportional to the totally antisymmetric tensor, whereas it is dual to a Killing vector in odd dimensions. In both cases such a CCKY tensor is trivial and can be excluded from the tower of hidden symmetries. Therefore, we take j = 1, . . . , N − 1. The CCKY tensors (3.9) can be generated from the potentials b (j)
In their turn, these tensors give rise to the Killing tensors K (j)
The coefficient in this definition is chosen so that we get
We also define
Eq. (3.7)]. Hence we can take the range of j as j = 0, . . . N −1.
The PCKY tensor also naturally generates (N + ε) 2-forms ω (k) (k = 0, . . . , N − 1 + ε) which are Killing co-potentials for the Killing vectors ∂ ψ k [34] . These are given by
In the canonical basis we have [cf. Eq. (3.8)]
The third equality in these expressions was first established in [27] . The constructed hidden symmetries obey for any k and l the following relations:
which can be rewritten in terms of Killing-Yano brackets as
These Killing-Yano brackets are well-defined since the necessary conditions (2.11) are for any KY 1-form ξ (k) automatically satisfied. It is natural to ask what are mutual KillingYano brackets of the remaining symmetries h (l) and f (k) .
Proposition 3.1 (Killing-Yano brackets and towers of hidden symmetries). The towers of hidden symmetries {h (l) , f (k) }, generated from the PCKY tensor by Eq. (3.9) and (3.11) satisfy the following relations:
In odd number of spacetime dimensions one also has
Proof. 
Remark: the results of prop. 3.1 also apply to the tower of symmetries built from a degenerate CCKY 2-form. For a CCKY 2-form with some degenerate eigenvalues the metric is not the canonical metric discussed in sec. 3.1 and not all the operators in the tower are independent. Prop. 3.1 in any case guarantees that all operators in the tower commute among each other. These metrics have been classified in [35] .
7 Note that although the gauge freedom
remains unchanged.
Complete set of commuting operators
We have now all the tools necessary to show that the canonical spacetime described above admits a complete set of mutually commuting symmetry operators for the Dirac equation.
Proposition 3.2 (Complete set of commuting operators). The most general spacetime admitting the PCKY tensor admits the following complete set of commuting operators:
Here, D is the Dirac operator, K ξ (k) are operators (2.5) corresponding to Killing forms ξ (k) , (3.16), and M h (i) are operators (2.6) connected with even CCKY forms h (i) , (3.9).
Remark: Note that the Dirac operator can be written as D = M h (0) . Proposition 3.3 (Another complete set in odd dimensions). In odd dimensions the canonical spacetimes admit another complete set of commuting operators, given by
Separability in Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes
The canonical spacetime described in Sec. 3.1 captures the most general known Kerr-NUT-AdS spacetimes in all dimensions [17] . These spacetimes are recovered when metric functions take the form
Here, c N is proportional to the cosmological constant and the other constants are related to the mass, NUT-parameters, and rotations. 8 Hidden symmetries in Kerr-NUT-AdS spacetimes allow for separating variables in the Hamilton-Jacobi [36] , scalar [36] , and Dirac [16] equations in all dimensions. In the scalar case the link between symmetry operators and the separability has been already established [37, 38] ; the result for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation follows by geometric optics approximation [37] . What remains is to intrinsically characterize the separability of the Dirac equation.
It follows from Prop. 3.2 that Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetimes in all dimensions possess a complete set of mutually commuting operators. This set is given by the operators (3.23) in even dimensions, whereas in odd dimensions one can choose any complete subset of operators (3.23) and (3.24) . It is an interesting question to ask if a proper choice of these operators underlies separability of the massive Dirac equation demonstrated by Oota and Yasui [16] . In fact, it was demonstrated by Carter and McLenghan [8] that the Chandrasekhar's separation constants in 4D [7] are the eigenvalues of operators (3.23). In 5D Wu found a separated solution for the massive Dirac equation in the Kerr-(A)dS spacetime which is an eigenfuction of operators (3.24) [25] . In all dimensions, the link between the symmetry operators (3.23) or (3.24) and the separated solution of Oota and Yasui [16] will be shown in [30] .
First order symmetries of the Dirac operator
In Sec. 2 we have focused our attention on operators commuting with the Dirac operator. Such operators play a central role for separability of the Dirac equation. However, commuting operators represent only a subset of all symmetry operators of the Dirac operator described by Prop. 1.1. One can consider operators that anti-commute with D, as well as other symmetry operators. Especially useful are graded symmetry operators (GSOs), i.e., operators that graded commute or anti-commute with D. More general symmetry operators also allow us to study more general Killing-Yano brackets and extend the validity of some of the theorems of Sec. 2. The aim of this section is not to deliver an exhaustive treatment of the subject but rather to provide a framework which can be worked out more thoroughly if needed.
Killing-Yano brackets for general KY forms
We start with the anti-commuting version of Prop. 2.2. By similar arguments as in Sec. 2.1 one finds that: 
with ω e being an even KY form ,
with ω o being an odd CCKY form . 
If these conditions are satisfied, we can define the Killing-Yano brackets [κ, λ] KY as
3)
The conditions (4.2) are equivalent to
− | λ = 0 for both forms even .
(4.4)
For homogeneous forms each of terms in the sums must vanish separately.
Proof. The commutator [K κ , K λ ] is again given by Eq. (2.15). The second order term gives the conditions (4.2) which transfers to (4.4) using expansions (A.19) and (A.20).
For homogeneous forms we realize that the different terms in the sum are of the different degree. It remains to check that the commutator reduces to K ϕ for some KY form ϕ. If both κ and λ are even, the operators K κ and K λ are odd and they anticommute with D. Hence, their commutator is even and commutes with D. According to Prop. 2.2 it is given by K ϕ with an odd KY form ϕ. If instead κ is odd and λ even, K κ is even and commuting with D and K λ is odd and anticommuting with D. Their commutator is odd and anticommuting with D, hence, thanks to Prop. 4.1, it is given again by K ϕ with ϕ being an even KY form.
Let us mention that the contraction of conditions (4.2) with respect to the indices a and b leads to simpler necessary conditions, which for homogeneous forms give a set of relations
for at least one of the forms odd ,
By the same arguments as in Sec. 2.4 the expression (2.30a) can be extended to general KY forms, namely:
For homogeneous forms κ, λ of degrees p, q, respectively, we can employ the conditions (4.5) and the KY bracket simplifies to:
A similar procedure could be applied to commutators of arbitrary KY and CCKY forms. We will not do that in details. Let us mention only the generalization of Prop. 2.4: Proposition 4.3 (Lie derivative). Let κ be a KY 1-form, λ an arbitrary (not necessary odd) KY form, and ω an arbitrary (not necessary even) CCKY form. Then the commutators of the corresponding operators K λ and M ω with K κ remain of the first-order and they can be written as
where k = ♯ κ is the Killing vector associated with κ. As a corollary we have the following statement: Let k be a Killing vector, λ an arbitrary KY form and ω an arbitrary CCKY form, thenλ
are 'new' KY and CCKY forms, respectively.
Graded symmetry operators
Particulary important symmetry operators are graded symmetry operators (GSO) which graded (anti)-commute with the Dirac operator D. The graded (anti)-commutator of two homogeneous forms κ and λ of degrees p and q is defined as
For inhomogeneous forms, the operation is generalized by linearity in both arguments.
Proposition 4.4 (Graded (anti)-commutation with D).
The most general first-order operator S which graded commutes with the Dirac operator D, i.e. obeys
is given in terms of an inhomogeneous KY form ω as follows:
Similarly, the most general first-order operator S which graded anticommutes with the Dirac operator D, i.e. obeys |D,
is given in terms of an inhomogeneous CCKY form ω as:
Proof. Both statements can be obtained as a combination of Prop. 2.2 and Prop. 4.1.
In the heuristic correspondence with the classical supersymmetric spinning particle, commuting GSO operators are related to observables Poisson-commuting with the superinvariant [28] . Since their mutual Poisson brackets correspond to graded commutators we are motivated to investigate the graded commutation of commuting GSOs. As in the previous sections we restrict to the case where the graded commutator is of the first order. Since the product of two commuting GSOs is again a commuting GSO, the first order graded commutator has the form given by eq. (4.12). We can thus define a new operation on KY forms: Proposition 4.5 (Graded KY bracket). Let κ, λ be two KY forms. Sufficient and necessary conditions that the graded commutator |K κ , K λ | remains of the first order are
If these conditions are satisfied, we can define graded Killing-Yano brackets |κ, λ|
The conditions (4.15) are equivalent to
For homogeneous forms each term in the sum must vanish separately:
Proof. The derivation of these statements is analogous to those in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2.
Note that for homogeneous forms as a consequence of the conditions (4.17) we also get relations
Similarly to Sec. 2.4, we can derive the explicit expressions for graded Killing-Yano brackets 20) which for homogeneous forms of degrees p and q reduces to |κ, λ|
It is straightforward to check that |λ, κ|
. This is consistent with the property of the graded commutator of corresponding operators K κ , K λ , which have opposite parity to that of κ and λ.
Relation to Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets
It is well known that skew-symmetric tensors form a (graded) Lie algebra with respect to the skew-symmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis (SN) bracket [3, 4, 5] . This fact led Kastor, Ray, and Traschen [29] to investigate whether, similar to Killing vectors, KY tensors form a subalgebra of this algebra. Unfortunately, such statement is not true in general, the authors were able to give two counter examples disproving the conjecture. On the other hand, the statement is true in maximally symmetric spaces. In particular, in Minkowski space KY tensors form a Lorentz-like subalgebra with respect to the SN brackets [29] . It is then natural to ask under which conditions SN brackets have to produce KY tensors.
In this subsection we shall demonstrate that graded Killing-Yano brackets, defined in Prop. 4.5, reduce for homogeneous forms to corresponding SN brackets. This means that restriction (4.18) represents a sufficient condition under which SN brackets of two KY forms give rise to a KY form.
Let us first recall the definition of SN brackets and state some useful identities. SN brackets are usually defined for (skew-symmetric) multivector fields. Given A a rank p multivector and B a rank q multivector, their Schouten-Nijenhus bracket is a (p + q − 1)-multivector defined by
In the case of a vector A = k this definition reduces to the Lie-derivative of a covariant antisymmetric tensor,
For our purpose it is useful to extend the definition of the SN bracket to forms. For a p-form α and a q-form β we define
In our notation this is
In particular, for a conformal Killing 1-form κ and an arbitrary q-form β we have 25) where in the last equality we have used the fact that L κ ♯ g = − 2 n (δκ)g. When κ is a Killing 1-form, δκ = 0, and the previous formula reduces to
It may be also useful to rewrite formula (4.24) as 27) which follows from identity (A.27). For KY forms κ and λ this reduces to 
As a corollary, we see that the algebraical conditions (4.18) guarantee that the SN brackets of homogeneous KY forms produce again a KY form. Let us take an example directly related to investigations in [29] . For two KY 2-forms the conditions (4.18) claim that the associated Killing tensor vanishes, K ab ≡ κ (a|c| λ b) c = 0 (where, e.g.,
In such a case [κ, λ] SN must be a KY 3-form. Condition K ab = 0 is, for example, satisfied in four dimensional Minkowski space for κ = dt ∧ dx and λ = dy ∧ dz. In this case, however, we have [κ, λ] SN = 0. We do not know any nontrivial example for which K ab = 0 and [κ, λ] SN is nontrivial.
Hodge duality
SN brackets can be related also to Killing-Yano brackets of CCKY forms discussed in Sec. 2. It can be done employing the well-known duality between KY and CCKY forms. We begin by reviewing some facts about Hodge duality. The Hodge dual of a homogeneous p-form can be written as * ω = 1 p! ω ∧ p ε, where, ε is Levi-Civita tensor-n-form normalized as ε ∧ n ε = sn!, s being a product of signs in the signature. It can be rewritten using Clifford multiplication as * ω = (−1)
which can be generalized directly to inhomogeneous forms by linearity. It means that the Hodge dual differs from the multiplication by ε just by a sign. Therefore we will understand by Hodge duality any of these two operations. It is well known that the space of CKY forms is invariant under Hodge duality and in particular that KY forms are Hodge dual to CCKY forms. Namely, let κ be a KY form and α its Hodge dual CCKY form. This relation translates to an analogous relation for the corresponding operators K κ and M α , namely
It is a direct consequence of identities (A.37) and (A.38). Now we can formulate properties of the Killing-Yano brackets under Hodge duality.
Proposition 4.7 (Hodge duality of Killing-Yano brackets). Let µ be an odd KY form, and α, β even CCKY forms dual to KY forms κ and λ as α = εκ, β = ελ. Then the Killing-Yano brackets defined in Sec. 2 are related to Killing-Yano brackets from Sec. 4.1 as
Note that ε 2 contributes only a sign factor: ε 2 = (−1)
Proof. The brackets on left hand side are defined in terms of commutators of the operators K µ , M α , and M β . For example, for the first relation we have
where we used (2.12) and (4.31). Taking into account the property (A.34) we obtain
which concludes the proof. The second relation can be demonstrated analogously.
Finally, using this duality we can express some of the Killing-Yano brackets of CCKY forms in terms of the SN brackets.
Proposition 4.8 (KY and SN brackets).
Under the necessary conditions (2.22) and for homogeneous odd KY κ, λ, µ of degrees p, q, and r, respectively, and even CCKY forms α, β, ω, of degrees a, b, and c, respectively, the Killing-Yano brackets (2.12) are related to the SN brackets as follows
Proof. The statement of the proposition is a combination of the duality formulated in Prop. 4.7 and relation between graded Killing-Yano brackets and SN brackets from Prop. 4.6. The only restriction arises from the fact that we have to identify the KY bracket of KY forms with their graded KY bracket. It can be done if at least one of the KY form is odd (as can be seen from relations between commutator and graded commutator of the corresponding operators). The problematic case arise in an even dimension, when the KY bracket of two even CCKY forms α and β transfers to the KY bracket of two even KY forms εα and εβ. Such a bracket is equivalent to graded anticommutator and cannot be thus rewritten using SN brackets.
Conformal symmetries
Until now we have discussed only Dirac symmetry operators which (anti)-commuted or graded (anti)-commuted with D. This discussion can be naturally extended to general symmetry operators R-commuting with D, as described by Prop. 1.1. We restrict here only to a useful example generalizing the notion of Lie derivative along a conformal Killing vector.
Proposition 4.9. Let κ be a CKY 1-form, ω an arbitrary CKY form, and S κ and S ω be the corresponding symmetry operators of the Dirac operator given by Prop. 1.1. Then the commutator of these operators remains of the first-order and reads
As a corollary we have that for any κ CKY 1-form and ω CKY forṁ
is a new CKY form.
Proof. We calculate (denoting by κ a = X a − | κ and ω a = X a − | ω)
Since this commutator is a symmetry operator of the Dirac operator and it is of the firstorder, it must be of the form described by Prop. 1.1. So we must have [S κ , S ω ] = Sω + αD, where Sω is given by (1.4) and α is some form. This leads to an equation
By taking X b− | of this equation we find that α = 0. So we havė
In the third equality we have used the definition of SN brackets, (4.24) , and in the last we have applied Eq. (4.25).
The corollary of this proposition, Eq. (4.37), is already known in the literature, see, e.g., [23] . It is also a generalization of relation (4.9) to the case of a conformal Killing vector.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have studied first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator, in all dimensions and signatures, both from the point of view of their general properties and in the specific context of Kerr-NUT-AdS black hole spacetimes admitting the PCKY tensor. Namely, we have established the general form of first-order operators that commute, anti-commute, graded commute and graded anti-commute with the Dirac operator. Our main attention focused on the 'commuting operators'. Such operators are directly related to separability of the Dirac equation. We have demonstrated that commuting operators assume a unique form given by Prop. 2.2; they split into Clifford even and Clifford odd parts and correspond to odd KY and even CCKY inhomogeneous forms, respectively. We have further studied the commutators of these operators and given algebraic conditions under which they remain of the first-order. In that case the explicit expression for the commutator is given by Eq. (2.12). In particular, when this expression vanishes the operators, besides commuting with the Dirac operator, commute also between themselves.
As a main application of the general theory we have demonstrated that in the most general known (spherical) Kerr-NUT-(A)dS black hole spacetimes in all dimensions there exists a complete set of first-order mutually commuting operators, one of which is the Dirac operator. These operators correspond to the tower of symmetries generated from the PCKY tensor. In even dimensions they are given by the set (3.23) whereas in odd dimensions one can choose any complete subset of operators (3.23) and (3.24) . Such operators underlie separability of the massive Dirac equation in these spacetimes demonstrated by Oota and Yasui in all dimensions [16] . This will be further discussed in a forthcoming paper [30] .
As a by-product of our construction we are able to partly address the issue of whether or not CKY tensors 'behave as proper symmetries'. (Conformal) KY tensors are known to naturally generalize (conformal) Killing symmetries to higher-rank antisymmetric objects; they obey a natural generalization of the conformal Killing vector equation [22] , similar to Killing vectors they give rise to various conserved quantities-Y-ADM charges for example [39] . For this reason such forms are expected to be associated with symmetries in some 'appropriately generalized sense'. In particular one might expect that they should form a closed Lie algebra with respect to some appropriately chosen 'Killing-Yano bracket'. This is true for Killing vectors which close on themselves with respect to the Lie bracket as well as for (symmetric) Killing tensors which are known to form such an algebra with respect to the symmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. It would seem that an obvious candidate for the Killing-Yano bracket is the antisymmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. Unfortunately, it was shown in [29] that, except in maximally symmetric spacetimes, this is not necessarily the case.
Our construction enables us to discuss the Killing-Yano bracket in a specific setting. Namely, we were able to introduce a bilinear operation (2.12) acting on the space of odd KY and even CCKY forms, provided that the conditions (2.11) are satisfied. By considering more general first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator, this definition can be further extended to 'arbitrary' CKY forms. Unfortunately, the derived algebraic conditions are rather stringent and at present we do not know any examples in which these conditions are satisfied and at the same time the Killing-Yano brackets are non-vanishing. This raises the following two interesting possibilities: 1) Algebraic conditions allow for non-vanishing Killing-Yano brackets in suitable spacetimes. If this is the case, the introduced KillingYano bracket is a non-trivial operation and can be used to study the symmetries of the Dirac operator: to this effect we have presented complete formulas for the calculation of the brackets. 2) Algebraic conditions are so strong that, when satisfied, they automatically imply zero Killing-Yano brackets and therefore a set of (graded) commuting operators. In this case the algebraic conditions turn into a useful tool to find constants of motion. This possibility is further supported by a number of examples in flat and pp-wave spacetimes as well as by a highly non-trivial example of symmetries of Kerr-NUT-AdS spacetimes in all dimensions. Let us stress that, however strong, the presented algebraic conditions are necessary conditions which have to be satisfied in order for the (graded) commutators of the studied first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator to vanish.
Let us make two more remarks on the importance of the antisymmetric SchoutenNijenhuis brackets. 1) The antisymmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets play an important (though not entire) role for the commutation of first-order symmetry operators commuting with the Dirac operator, see Prop 4.8. Hence such brackets are important for the theory of separability of the Dirac equation. This is to be compared with the separability theory for the scalar field in which it is the symmetric Schouten-Nijenhuis brackets which play the key role. 2) Vanishing of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of two Killing-Yano tensors is a necessary requirement for the graded commutation of the corresponding commuting GSOs (4.12), see Prop. 4.6. This has an important consequence for the theory of spinning particles [28] . Namely, at the spinning particle level the commuting GSOs correspond to superinvariants, i.e., to quantities (Dirac-Poisson)-commuting with the generic supercharge. Such quantities are determined by Killing-Yano tensors, in a way similar to Eq. (4.12), see [28] . Hence, vanishing of the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of two Killing-Yano tensors is a necessary requirement for two non-generic supercharges to (Dirac-Poisson)-commute. Since the (Dirac-Poisson)-commutation at the spinning particle level corresponds to graded commutation, not commutation, the existence of the complete set of commuting operators does not necessarily imply the existence of a corresponding set of the (Dirac-Poisson)-commuting spinning particle observables. This explains the 'discrepancy' between our operator results presented in Sec. 3.3 and the recent spinning particle analysis of Ahmedov and Aliev [40] .
Let us finally mention that in our study we have concentrated on the 'standard' Dirac operator and its symmetries. In spacetimes relevant for string theory and various supergravities, however, the Dirac operator gets modified by the presence of fluxes. The first-order symmetry operators of the flux-modified Dirac operator have been studied recently in [41, 21, 43] ; they correspond to symmetries which generalize CKY tensors in the presence of fluxes [19, 42, 43] . Of special importance seems the torsion-modified Dirac operator. Separability of the corresponding Dirac equation has been demonstrated in the most general spherical black hole spacetime of minimal gauged supergravity [19] , or in the background of the Kerr-Sen geometry and its higher-dimensional generalizations [18] . We expect that the results of the present paper can be straightforwardly generalized to these more general setups.
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Spacetime is a (pseudo-)Riemannian spin manifold M of dimension n with metric g ab . We use Latin indices to denote spacetime tensors. We assume that on this manifold we can build the Dirac bundle of spinors and Clifford bundle with the irreducible representation on the Dirac bundle. Each fiber of the Clifford bundle has structure of the Clifford algebra generated by the gamma matrices γ a , which also connect the Clifford bundle with the tangent space. The gamma matrices satisfy the standard relation
which allows to eliminate any symmetric product of γ's and reduce any Clifford object / ω to a sum of antisymmetric products γ a 1 ...ap = γ [a 1 . . . γ ap] with proper coefficients given by tangent antisymmetric forms ω
This representation is unique and gives thus an isomorphism γ * of the Clifford bundle with the exterior algebra Ω(M ) = n p=0 Ω p (M ) of inhomogeneous antisymmetric forms,
Since we do not need details of the action of the Clifford bundle on the Dirac spinors and we work mainly with objects from the Clifford bundle, we can use the isomorphism (A.3) and replace the Clifford bundle by the exterior algebra (cf., e.g., [20] ). However, when we use the antisymmetric forms in sense of objects from the Clifford bundle, we 9 Note, however, that we use a convention different from [20] for the wedge product, the inner derivative and related operations. Namely we use the standard convention
. Nevertheless, both conventions are isomorphic and, therefore, the most of formulas of [20] is valid in our convention without any changes. denote them without spacetime indices. 10 Analogously, we write vectors without indices if we understand them as elements of dual to Ω 1 (M ). The metric allows to raise and lower indices: if ω is a 1-form and v a vector, we denote the corresponding vector and 1-form as ω ♯ and v ♭ , respectively. The notion of these operations can be naturally extended to higher rank tensors.
As we said, the gamma matrices map a covector α a to a Clifford object / α = α a γ a = γ * α. When we restrict to the exterior algebra picture, the isomorphism (A.3) gives a trivial map α a → α = α a e a . This trivial identification of the tangent covectors with 1-forms is provided by the canonical 1-form e a ∈ T M ⊗ Ω 1 (M ) which plays the role of the gamma matrices. 11 We introduce also a dual object X a which maps
We have introduced the canonical form e a as a tensor in the spacetime index a. However, it is customary to chose an orthonormal vielbein of 1-forms e → a and a dual vector frame → X a , and to express all spacetime indices (but not hidden form indices) with respect to these frames. In such a case, the components of the canonical form are just the vielbein forms, e a = e → a , and similarly X a = → X a . Nevertheless, one has to remember that in the case of the canonical form e a and of its dual X a , the index a is a tensor component. It will be significant when taking the covariant derivative; see discussion below.
The 'hook' operation (inner derivative) is an action of a vector v on any antisymmetric form ω. When transformed back to tangent tensors, it is just a contraction of the vector with the form in the first index,
For a scalar ϕ, we set v − | ϕ = 0. We also use freely e a = g ab e b , X a = g ab X b , X a− | e b = δ b a , and e ♯ a = X a . The Clifford bundle is endowed with the Clifford product. Using the isomorphism (A.3) we can define it also in the exterior algebra Ω(M ) and we denote it by juxtaposition of forms. Using the relation (A.1), or its equivalent e a e b + e b e a = 2g ab , we can express the Clifford product in terms of the exterior product ∧ and the inner derivative − | . In particular, if α is a 1-form and ω a p-form, we get [20, 21] 
Applying recursively eq. (A.5), it is possible to construct the product of two generic forms (A.17) and (A.18) and further useful formulas listed in Appendix A.2. In these identities, it is useful to introduce the contracted wedge product defined inductively by
10 Since we work with inhomogeneous forms, the indices would not be very helpful. However, for a homogeneous form ω, by ωa 1 ...ap we mean its tensor components. 11 The canonical form e a is actually the identity tensor with one explicit vector index and a hidden form index. If we write the form index explicitly, we get e where throughout the paper we use the convention that the upper limit of sums of forms, when not indicated, is the highest value of the summation index that yields a non-zero result in the argument of the sum. The degree operator π and parity operator η acts on an inhomogeneous form ω as πω = which just say that we use the same derivative in the tangent space and in the exterior algebra. In this formalism the Dirac operator is written as D ≡ e a ∇ a = ∇ a e a , the exterior derivative acting on forms as d = e a ∧ ∇ a = ∇ a e a ∧, and the co-differential δ = −X a − | ∇ a = −∇ a X a − | . All these expressions are to be understood as operators acting to the right. Using (A.5), we get the well-known action of the Dirac operator on the exterior algebra
The Latin indices used in the paper can be understood as abstract indices indicating tensor character of the spacetime tensors. Or, as we mentioned above, they can denote vielbein components with respect to an orthogonal frames e The hook operator acts on the contracted wedge product in the following way:
It is useful to generalize the identity e a ∧ (X a− | α) = πα to The following identity will be used in App. B. Let ρ and σ be two arbitrary even-forms, ω a arbitrary 1-forms, and o a = (ω a ) ♯ the corresponding vectors. Then Proof. To prove the first relation we expand it by using (A.20). Hence we must show that all odd contractions of h (i) and h (j) vanish, Proof. The first relation in (B.6) follows from Lemma B.1. The other can be obtained applying Hodge duality to the first, namely using Eqs. (A.33), (A.37), and (A.34). The last relation (B.7) follows analogously. However, since the Hodge dual is applied only in the first argument of the commutator, one receives an additional relative sign (−1) n−1 which changes the commutator into anticommutator in even dimensions. Therefore, we need the additional restriction on the dimension.
